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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a reductive algebraic group operating on a scheme X, with 
quotient Y= X/G. Let CH,(X) be the Chow group of X, CH,( Y) the 
Chow group of Y, as defined in [F]. 
In many concrete cases (e.g., binary quantics, or certain subspaces of 
moduli spaces of curves) X has a simple structure and we have a lot of 
information on CH,(X), while CH,( Y) is more interesting and much har- 
der to calculate. So it is natural to ask: what relation is there between 
CH,(X) and CH,( Y)? 
In this article we give a partial answer to this question, with the follow- 
ing restrictions: we assume that the stabilizer ofeach point of X is finite, 
and we only consider Chow groups with rational coefficients. Furthermore 
we assume that X is an algebraic scheme over an algebraically closed field 
of characteristic 0. 
Set A * = CH, @ Q, where Q is the field of rational numbers. If G is a 
finite group, then A,(Y) = A,(X)’ ( see [F, Example 1.7.61). Thus it is only 
necessary to consider the case in which G is connected. Theorem 1 says that 
in this case there is a natural surjective homomorphism A,( Y) + A ,(X). 
This means that A,(Y) is “at least as large” as A,(X). To be able to bound 
the kernel of the homomorphism A,(Y) + A,(X) we make two further 
assumptions: that X is normal, and that G= CL(n) or SL(n) (the case 
G = SL(n) includes the case G = PGL(n), which the one usually found in 
applications.) 
The case of a principal GL(n)-bundle is treated in [SGA6, exposi: IX, 
Proposition 4.11, considering the K-group of coherent sheaves instead of 
the Chow group. What is proved there amounts, in the present contest, to 
the following. Let c ,,..., c, be the Chern classes of the rank n vector bundle 
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on Y associated to the principal bundle X+ Y, defined as in [F]. Then a 
class y in A *( Y) maps to 0 in A,(X) if and only if y is of the form xi c; n yi 
for some yi in A,(Y). Theorem 2 generalizes this result. It states that there 
are certain canonically defined classes c1 ,..., c, operating on A,(Y) such 
that the same statement holds. If G = X,(n), c1 = 0. If X is a principal 
G-bundle over Y , they coincide with the Chern classes. 
It would be interesting tofind an effective way of computing the c,)s, to 
actually calculate A,(Y). In this regard, see [M2] for the case of the space 
of moduli of curves of genus 2. 
Also, one can use the techniques of this paper to define an intersection 
product on A,(Y), in case X is smooth. This product coincides with the 
product defined in [M2, Gi] (in much greater generality in the latter). 
We note that the only restrictions which are clearly necessary for 
Theorems 1 and 2 to hold are the finiteness ofthe stabilizers and the use of 
rational coefficients. We do not know whether they are true over arbitrary 
fields, or without normality hypotheses. Also, we do not know whether it is 
possible to define analogues of the classes c, ,..., c, for arbitrary reductive 
groups. 
I would like to thank Michael Artin who kindly read the first draft of 
this work and gave me many useful suggestions. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
By a scheme we will always mean a (pre-) scheme of finite type over a 
fixed algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. A variety will be an 
integral scheme. By a point we will mean a closed point. If X is a scheme, 
we set A,(X) = (Chow group of X) @ Q. For the definition and the proper- 
ties of the Chow group, see [F]. Also set C,(X)=group of cycles on X 
with rational coefficients, graded by dimension. Then A,(X) = C,(X)/ 
rational equivalence. 
The formal properties of A, are the same as those of the usual Chow 
group. In particular, we have proper pushforwards (see [F, 1.4]), flat 
pullbacks (see [F, 1.7]), Gysin homomorphisms [F, Chap. 61, and the 
exact sequence of [F, 1.81. 
A, can be thought of as a homology theory. There is a corresponding 
cohomology A *. 
The definition of A*(X) is the same as in [F, Chap. 171, only using the 
rational Chow group instead of the usual Chow group. An element a of 
AP(X) associates to each morphism of schemes f: Y + X and each class of 
cycles y in Ak( Y) a class in A,-,( Y), which we denote by u/n y, or simply 
a n y. This operation is required to commute with proper pushforwards, 
flat pullbacks and intersection products (see [F, 17.1 and Definition 17.31). 
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A* has the same formal properties as in the integral case. In particular, 
A*(X) has a natural ring structure and A * is a contravariant functor. 
We will need the following form of a theorem of Luna. Let X be a nor- 
mal variety, G a reductive group operating on X. Suppose that all orbits 
are closed, and that X can be covered by invariant open affine subschemes. 
Let Y= X/G be a geometric quotient (which exists by [Ml, 
Proposition 1.91). 
ETALE SLICE THEOREM (see [L] ). Let x be a closed point of X. There 
exists a locally closed subvariety V of X, with the following properties: 
(a) V contains x, 
(b) the isotropy subgroup G, of x leaves V stable, 
(c) the natural morphism V/G, -+ Y is &ale, 
(d) the diagram 
Gx,~ V-X 
I I 
V/G, - Y 
is Cartesian. 
Here by G xG1 V we mean (G x V)/G,, G, acting diagonally, that is, 
(g, v) . h = (gh, h - iv) for all h in G,. The group G operates on the scheme 
G x G, V in the obvious way, and (G xG, V)/G = V/G. The map G x G, V + X 
is given by (g, v) H gu, and is G-equivariant. 
It follows from this theorem that for any point x of X, there is an open 
subset U of X containing x such that G, is conjugate to a subgroup of G, 
for all y in U. 
2. THE GENERAL CASE 
Let X be a scheme, G a reductive afline algebraic group operating on it. 
Assume that X is covered by open invariant afline subsets, and that the 
isotropy subgroups of all points of X are finite. Let Y= X/G be the 
geometric quotient, f: X + Y the quotient map. Let N = dim G. 
We define a homomorphism f *: C,( Y) -+ C,(X) as follows. For any sub- 
variety W of Y, define e(W) as the order of the stabilizer ofa general point 
off-‘(W). Define f*([W])=(e(W)/e(Y))[fP’(W)], where [f-‘(W)] is 
the cycle associated with the set-theoretical inverse image f -‘( W) of W. By 
linearity, this extends to a homomorphism f *: C,(Y) + C,+,(X) for 
each k. 
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THEOREM 1. Let X, Y, G, f be as above. Then 
(i) f* passes to rational equivalence, and gives a homomorphism 
f*:A,(Y)+A,(X) of degreeN 
(ii) if G is connected, f *: A,(Y) -+ A,(X) is surjectiue. 
Proof: Since the characteristic of the base field is 0, X,,,/G = Yred. So 
we may assume that X is reduced. 
Let p: X’ + X, q: Y’ -+ Y be the normalizations. The action of G on X 
extends to an action on X’, and, since p is afline, X’ can be covered by 
invariant open affrne subschemes. Hence X/G exists. The natural map 
X/G + Y’ is birational, surjective and quasifinite, and, since Y’ is normal, 
it is an isomorphism. We have a commutative diagram 
Let us prove that the associated iagram 
C*(Y) p* ) C(X) 
1” 
I I 
/* 
C*( y’) y* + C*(Y), 
where p* and q* are proper pushforwards, commutes. 
Let w’ be a closed subvariety of Y’, and let W= q( IV’). Then 
f*s,(C~l)=deg(W’IW)(e(W)l(e(Y))Cf-’(W)l, while pJ’*(iIfJ”l)= 
p,((e(W’)/e(Y’)[f’-‘(W’)]). Now let w’ be a general point of w’, 
w = q(w’), v’ a point off’- ‘(w’), v=p(v’). The fiber f’ -‘(w’) is isomorphic 
to G/G,,, while f -l(w) is isomorphic to G/G,. Hence the number of points 
of f’ -‘(w’) lying over v is equal to the index of G,, in G,, which 
is e( W)/e( W). Therefore p,([fl-‘(W’)])=deg(W’/W)(e(W)/e(W’)) 
[f-‘(W)]. Also e(Y) = e( Y’), because Y and Y’ are generically isomorphic. 
From this it follows that f*q.J [ IV’]) =p.J’*( [ IV’]), and that the diagram 
is commutative. 
Now, suppose we have proved the theorem for f: X’ --) Y’. Let W be a 
closed subvariety of Y, r E k( W)* a nonzero rational function, [div(r)] the 
associated cycle on Y. Let w’ be a subvariety of Y’ mapping onto W, 
n = deg( W/W). From r by composition with the projection IV’ -+ W we get 
a rational function r’ E k( W)*. From [IF, Proposition 1.41, it follows 
that q*( [div(r’)]) = [div(r”)] = n[div(r)]. Hence f *( [div(r)]) =
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f*q*((l/n)[div(r’)])=pJ’*((l/n)[div(r’)]). But both p* and f’* (by 
hypothesis) pass to rational equivalence, so f*([div(r)]) is rationally 
equivalent o zero. Thus (i) holds for f: X -+ Y. Assertion (ii) follows from 
the surjectivity of ,u*. 
We can therefore assume that X is normal. We can also assume that Y is 
connected. 
LEMMA 1. Suppose that G is finite. Then f * preserves cycles rationally 
equivalent to zero, and establishes an isomorphism f *: A,(Y) + A,(X)“, 
where A.,.(X)G is the G-invariant subgroup of A,(X). Its inverse is (l/n) f,: 
A,(X)G -+ A,(Y), where n = deg(X/Y). 
Proof: See [F, Example 1.7.61. 
LEMMA 2. Let H be a closed normal subgroup of G, and let G’ = G/H. 
Set Z = X/H. Then Z/G’ = Y, and, if g: X + Z, h: Z -+ Y are the quotient 
maps, then f * = g*h*: C,(Y) + C,(X). 
Proof It is clear that Z/G’ = Y. Let W be a closed subvariety of Y. Let 
e’(W) denote the order of Gi, where z is a general point of h-. ‘( W). Then 
g*h*(CW) = g*((e’(W)le’(Y))Ch-‘(W)l) = g*(C(e’(w)/e’(Y))CVl) = 
C (e’( We’( Y)Ne( W(Z))Cs-‘( VI, where the sum is taken over all 
irreducible components V of h ~ ‘( W). On the other hand, if v is a general 
point of a component V, x in gP l(v), then G: = G,/H,. Since e’( W) = IGll, 
e(V) = I H,I, e(W) = IG,l, we conclude that e(W) = e’(W) e( I’). Similarly, 
e(Y) = e’( Y) e(Z). By substituting in the expression above we get the 
conclusion. 
LEMMA 3. Let f: X + Y be as in the statement of the theorem, X normal. 
Assume that Y is a normal scheme, F a finite group operating on Y’, 
Y/F= Y, q: Y’ + Y the quotient map. Let X’ be the normalization of 
Xx y Y’, f’: x’ -+ Y’, p: x’ -+ X the natural maps. Then X’ is a G-scheme, 
X/G = Y’. If the theorem holds for f’: X’ + Y’, it holds for f: X + Y. 
Proof: The group G acts on Xx y Y’, and (Xx, Y’)/G= Y’ (see [Ml, 
Theorem 1.11). The action of G extends to X’, and X/G = Y’, because the 
map X/G + Y’ is surjective, birational and quasifinite, and Y’ is normal. 
Let us prove that the diagram 
C*(X) ‘ p* C*(X) 
7’ 
I I 
1’ 
C*(U t y* C*(Y) 
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commutes. The action of G and the action of F combine to give an action 
of G x F. It follows then from Lemma 2 that f’*q* = (qf’)* = (fp)* =p*f*. 
If (i) holds for f’, Lemma 1 and the commutativity of the diagram above 
imply that it holds for f too. Iff’*: A,( Y’) -+ A,(X’) is surjective, then it is 
also surjective when restricted toA,( Y’)“-+ A,(X’)r, because both domain 
and codomain are Q-vector spaces. Again by Lemma 1, f*A*( Y) -+ A,(X) 
is surjective. 
LEMMA 4. Let f: X + Y be as in the statement of the theorem, X normal. 
Then there exists a normal variety Y” and a finite group F operating on r, 
such that Y/F= Y, and that tf x” is the normalization of Xx ,, Y”, 
f”: x” + Y” the obvious map, then f”: X” + yll is a locally trivial (G/E)- 
bundle in the Zariski topology, where E is the isotropy subgroup of a general 
point of X (i.e., locally over Y x” is isomorphic to yll x (G/E) as a G- 
scheme). 
Proof: Take a point x of X. Apply the ttale slice theorem. We get a 
diagram 
GxV-Gx. V-X Gr 
I I I 
V - V/G, - Y. 
Let us cover Y by a finite number of such Vs. Let K be a finite Galois 
extension of k(Y) containing all the k( V)‘s. Let Y’ be the normalization of 
Y in K, and let X’ be the normalization of Xx ,, Y’, f’: X’ -+ Y’ the natural 
morphism. Let v’ be the inverse image of V in Y’, U’ =f’-‘( V’). The V’s 
form a covering of Y’. The finite quivariant morphisms G x V + V x y X 
obtained from the diagram above can be lifted to morphisms 
t: G x v’ + U’ = normalization of v’ x ,, X. The cardinality of the fiber of t 
through x’ E U’ equals the order of the stabilizer ofx’. Hence the degree of t 
equals the order of the stabilizer ofa general point of u’. But the order of 
G,, is greater than or equal to the order of the stabilizer ofa general point 
of u’, by the &ale slice theorem, while the cardinality of any fiber cannot 
be greater than the degree of the map, because u’ is normal. Therefore we 
can conclude that the order of the stabilizer ofeach point of X’ is the same. 
Now we apply the &tale slice theorem again to X’. Let x’ be a point of 
X’, and let IV’ be an &tale slice through it. The stabilizer ofthe point (g, w’) 
in G xc;,, IV’ is g(G,,n G,,,)g-‘. Since g(G,, n G,,,,)g-’ and G,. have the 
same cardinality, G , contains G,,, that is, the action of G,. on I+” is trivial. 
Thus G xG,. IV’ = (G/G.,,) x IV’ = F” x y X’, 
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(G/G,,) x W' - X -+X 
We cover Y’ by a finite number of IV’s, take a Galois extension of k(Y) 
containing all the k( IV’)‘s, and call Y” the normalization of Yin it. If X” = 
X’ x y’ Y” = normalization of Xx ,, Y”, then X” + Y” is the bundle we were 
looking for. 
Now we prove the theorem. From Lemmas 3 and 4 it follows that we 
can assume that f: X -+ Y is a locally trivial (G/E)-bundle in the Zariski 
topology, for some finite subgroup E of G. If W is a closed subvariety of Y, 
the scheme-theoretical inverse image f - ‘(W) is reduced, and e(W) = 
IEl = e(Y). Hence f *: C,(Y) + C,(X) is the flat pullback, which respects 
cycles rationally equivalent o zero. This proves (i). 
LEMMA 5. Let F be a scheme. Suppose that the flat pullback 
A,(U) + A,( U x F) is surjective for every scheme U. Then, if f: X -+ Y is a 
locally trivial bundle in the Zariski topology with fiber F, 
f*: A,(Y) -+ A,(X) is surjective. 
Proof: See the proof of Proposition 1.9 in [F]. 
This lemma implies that to prove (ii) we may assume that X= Y x (G/E). 
Suppose that G is connected. Let f’: Y x G + Y, p: Y x G -+ Y x (G/E) be 
the natural projections. Then f’* =p*f*: A,(Y) -+ A,( Yx G). But p*p*: 
A,( Y x (G/E)) -+ A,( Y x (G/E)) is multiplication by IEI, and therefore p* is 
injective. Hence, iff’* is proved to be surjective, f* will be surjective too. 
We are thus reduced to the case X = Y x G. 
Let B be a Bore1 subgroup of G, B the group of characters of B. Each 
character gives rise to a line bundle over G/B. This determines a 
homomorphism B + Pic(G/B). If r = dim(G/B), the first Chern class gives a 
homomorphism Pic(G/B) + A,- I (G/B). Let Sym(B) be the symmetric 
algebra of B@ Q over Q. The homomorphism B + A,- ,(G/B) extends to a 
ring homomorphism Sym(B) -+ A *(G/B). 
LEMMA 6. Sym(B) + A,(G/B) is surjective. 
ProoJ This is a theorem of Grothendieck: see [G, Corollary 4 to 
Theorem 11. 
We have a chain of homomorphisms 
A.(Y)OS~~(~)+A.(Y)OA,(G/B)+A,(Y~(G/B))-+A~(YXG), 
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where the second one is the exterior product (see [F, 1.101) and the last 
one is the flat pullback. Observe that every line bundle arising from a 
character of B becomes trivial when pulled back to G: hence, if 
e: Sym(g) -+ Q is the augmentation, the composite homomorphism 
A,(Y)OSym(&-+ A*(YxG) 
factorizes a
A,(Y)OSym(B) ‘@’ + A,(Y)OQ=A,(Y) f* + AJYxG). 
To prove the surjectivity off* is therefore nough to prove that A *( Y) 0 
Sym(B) + A,( Y x G) is surjective. Consider the chain of homomorphisms 
above. The first one is surjective because of Lemma 6. The surjectivity of
the second one follows from the existence of Bruhat decomposition of G/B, 
and from 
LEMMA 7. Let S be a scheme with a stratification i which every stratum 
is a disjoint union of affine spaces. Then the exterior product A,(Y)@ 
A,(S) -+ A,( Y x S) is surjective. 
Proof This is well known. Let U be an open cell. We use induction on 
the number of cells. We can construct a commutative diagram 
A,(Y)OA.(S- U)- A,(Y)OA*(S)- A,(Y)@A,(U)- 0 
A,(Yx(S-U)) - A,(YxS) - A,(YxU) -0, 
where the columns are exterior products. Both rows are exact (see 
[F, 1.81) and S- U has such a statitication with one less cell, so the left 
column is surjective. The right column too is surjective (see [F, 1.9]), and 
the conclusion follows. 
We have only to prove that A,( Y x (G/B)) -+ A,( Y x G) is a surjection. 
This is again well known. The map Y x G + Y x (G/B) is a locally trivial 
B-bundle in the Zariski topology. By Lemma 4, it is enough to prove that 
the flat pullback A,(U) -+ A,(Ux B) is surjective for any scheme U. As a 
scheme, B is isomorphic to an open subset of an affrne space. Let j: B + A” 
be an open embedding. The pullback A,(U) -+ A,(Ux B) factorizes as 
A,(U) + A,( Ux A”) -J* A *(U x B), and both homomorphisms are surjec- 
tive. This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
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COROLLARY. Let X, G satisfy the hypotheses of the theorem. Then 
Ak(X) = 0 for k < dim G. 
Proof Restrict he action to the connected component of the identity in 
G and apply part (ii) of the theorem. 
4. THE GENERAL LINEAR GROUP AND THE SPECIAL LINEAR GROUP 
Let G be either CL(n) or SL(n). Let G act on a normal variety X in such 
a way that X is covered by open invariant affine subsets, and the isotropy 
subgroup G, is finite for every point x of X. Let Y = X/G, and let j X -+ Y 
be the quotient map. 
THEOREM 2. There exist canonically defined operational classes 
C/E A’(Y), for i= l,..., n, such that for any y in Ak( Y), f*( y) = 0 in A,(X) if 
and only zf y is of the form xi tin yi, y;~ A, + i( Y). Furthermore, if G is 
SL(n), c, = 0. 
Note. This means that there is an exact sequence @7= 1 Ak+J Y) -+ 
A,(Y)+A k+N(X) + 0, where N is the dimension of G. If G = SL(n), the 
direct sum can be taken from 2 to n. This enables us to bound the kernel of 
f *, by induction on the codimension. For example, suppose that G is SL(n) 
and A,(X) has finite dimension over Q. Set p = dim A’, q = dim Y, 
rk = dime Appk(X), sk = dimB A, . k (Y). Then sk is finite for all k, and 
rk<skdrk+skp2+ .” +sk. ,,. 
For n=2 we get 
rl =sI, 
r2 d s2 d r2 + 1, 
r3 < s3 < r3 + rl, 
r,ds,dr,+r,+l, 
r5 < s5 < r5 + r3 + 1, 
r6 6 s6 d r6 + r4 + r2 + 1, 
and so on. 
LEMMA 8. Let F be a finite group operating on a scheme X’, let X = XJF, 
p: X’ -+X the quotient map. Then p *: A*(X) + A*(X’)F is an isomorphism. 
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Proof: The action of F on A*(X’) is given by the formula a.e = es(a), 
where e E F, a E ,4*(X’) and e,.: A” + x’ is multiplication by e. If Y’ is 
another F-scheme, f’: Y’ + x’ an equivariant morphism, and y’ E A,( Y’), 
then (a.e),.,ny’ = (e$.u)l-,ny’ = a,,.af’ny’ = u~-r,,ne*,,((e,l)*y’)= 
e*y(ar n (e ,,‘)* y’). This implies that, if a E A*(X’)F and y’ E A,( Y’)F, then 
uny’EAJY’)C 
Next we define an inverse top*, U: ,4*(X’)“-+ A*(X). Let ueA*(X’)C If 
.j Y+ X is a morphism, Y’= Yx, x’, the natural map f’: Y’-+ X’ is an 
equivariant morphism of F-schemes, and Y’/F= Y. By the observation 
above, a will carry A,( Y’)F to itself. By Lemma 1, q*: A,( Y’)F+ A,(Y) is 
an isomorphism. If y E A,( Y), we define u(u) n y = q*(u n q; ‘y). 
We must check that u(u) commutes with proper pushforwards, flat 
pullbacks and intersection products. Let 
be a fiber diagram. Suppose that g is proper. If z E A,(Z), then u(a) n 
g,(z)=q,(unq,‘g,z)=q,(ung:,r,‘z)=q,g’,(unr,’z)=g,r,(un 
r*‘z) =g,(u(u) nz). 
By similar calculations we can prove that u(u) commutes with flat 
pullbacks (using [F, Proposition 1.71) and with intersection products 
(using [F, Theorem 6.2(a)] ). 
This shows that u:A*(X’)~+A*(X) is well defined. If ueA*(X), 
,f: Y + X is a morphism, 
a fiber diagram, then for any YEA*(Y), u(p*u)ny=q,(unq;*y)= 
a n q* q* ‘y = a n y. Hence u op* = identity. 
If a E A *(X’), Y + x’ a morphism, we have the diagram 
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where Y’= Yx,X’. Then again, if YEA*(Y), p*(u(a))nv= 
qJanq;‘y)=anq,q;‘y=any. This proves the lemma. 
Now let E be a finite subgroup of G, f: X-t Y a (G/E)-bundle in the 
Zariski topology. This means that X is a G-scheme, having locally over Y 
the form Y x (G/E). We say that f: X + Y comes from a G-bundle if there is 
a G-bundle in the Zariski topology X’ -+ Y and an equivariant Y-map 
X’ +X, which is locally isomorphic over Y to the natural projection 
YxG+ Yx(G/E). 
The following lemma is a refinement of Lemma 4. 
LEMMA 9. Let f: X + Y be as in the statement of the theorem. Then there 
is a normal variety Y’ and a finite group F acting on Y’, such that Y/F = Y, 
and that tf x’ is the normalization of Xx y Y, the natural morphism 
f’: X -+ Y’ is a (G/E)-bundle coming from a G-bundle, where E is the 
isotropy subgroup of a general point of X. 
Proof By Lemma 4, we can assume that f: X+ Y is a (G/E)-bundle in 
the Zariski topology. Let { Vi} be a finite open covering of Y on which X 
becomes trivial. Let N be the normalizer of E in G. Fix an isomorphism of 
G-schemes r,: f -‘( Vi) + Vi x (G/E) for each i. The map rjr,: ‘: ( Vi n V,) x 
(G/E) + ( Vin I’,) x (G/E) has the form (rjr,:‘)(v, gE) = (u, g.g&v)) for cer- 
tain morphisms g,: V, n Vi + G/E. If g E E, then g. gU(u) = g&v). Therefore 
g&v) E N/E for all v E Vi n V,. Since Vi n P’, is reduced, we get morphisms 
g,: Vi n I’, + N/E. They satisfy the cocycle condition gijgjkg,; ’ = 1, and can 
be considered as the transition functions of X over Y. 
First, assume that the g, can be lifted to h,: Vi n I’, + N. Take a point 
y E (Ii Vi. Since a point has trivial cohomology and { gij( y)} is a cocycle, 
there are elements ri of N/E such that g&y) = rir,- ‘. Choose s, in N such 
that siE=ri, and define eii=hV.hV(y))‘.sjs,:‘: V;n V,+ N. The maps e, 
are different liftings of the g,‘s. Moreover eV(y) = s,s,:‘, and therefore 
e&y) ejJ y) ejk( y) ~ ’ = 1. But eVeike,; 1 is constant on Vi n Vi n V,, because 
it takes values in E. Hence it is identically 1. The eO’s are transition 
functions of a G-bundle mapping onto X, and X comes from a G-bundle. 
If the g, do not lift, let W, be an irreducible component of the fiber 
product ( Vi n V,) x N,E N. Let Y’ be the normalization of Y in a finite 
Galois extension of k(Y) containing all the k( IV,), x’ = Xx ,, Y’. By con- 
struction the transition functions of X’ over Y’ lift o N, and therefore, by
the argument above, x’ -+ Y’ comes from a G-bundle. 
Proof of the theorem. First, assume that f: X + Y is a G-bundle, and 
G = GL(n). It is convenient to write the action of G on the right, making it 
a principal G-bundle in the usual sense. Let E + Y be the associated vector 
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bundle M = E@“. If M(n) is the set of all n x n matrices with G acting on it 
by left’multiplication, M is the M(n)-bundle associated with X+ Y, and 
the embedding G c M(n) induces an embedding Xcr M. Thus X is the bun- 
dle of frames in M. Let cr,..., c be the Chern classes of E (see [F, p. 3251). 
The class ci lives in A’( Y). The vector bundle f*E + X is trivial, and con- 
sequently f*(ci) = ci(f*E) = 0 for all i. Hence f*(Ci ci n yi) = Cif*(ci) n 
f*(yi) = 0. Let us prove the converse. 
For k = l,..., n we define the closed reduced subscheme D, of M as the 
locus of n-tuples of vectors whose first n -k + 1 vectors are linearly depen- 
dent. Clearly X= M - D, . Let p: A4 -+ Y, pk: D, -+ Y be the natural projec- 
tions, j, : D, 4 M, i, : D, 4 D, ~ 1 the embeddings. The maps p and pk are 
flat. The flat pullback p*: A,( Y)+AJM) is an isomorphism (see 
[F, 3.31). Let y in A,(Y) be such that f*y = 0. From the exact sequence 
we see that p*y=j,.Jd,) for some d, in AJD,). Our aim is to prove that 
p*y =j, *pTy, + ... +j,p,*y, for some y,‘s in A,(Y). We proceed by induc- 
tion. Suppose that we have p*y =jl*p:y, + . . I +j,- ,.+pz- ,y,- 1 +j,,d,, 
dk in A,(D,). Let pi: D, - D, _, + Y be the restriction of pk, Ik c E@(n--k) 
the open subset formed by independent vectors. Let qk : D, - D, _, + Ik be 
the map obtained by sending an n-tuple of vectors to its first n-k 
elements. If rk: I, + Y is the projection, the pullback r,f: A,(Y) + A,(Z,) is 
surjective. Let L” k be the trivial bundle of rank n-k over Z,. Let 
U=r:EBck-‘)@LnPk. Let us denote a point of U by (u ,,..., vRpk, w ,,..., 
wk-l,a,,-.,~,-, , ) where the vI)s are independent vectors of E representing 
a point of Zk, the wi)s are vectors of E and the a;s are scalars. By sending 
(0 1 ,...’ an-k) to (VI,..., u -k, alvl + “’ +un-ku,-k, WI ,..., wkBl) we define 
an isomorphism between U and D, - D, f, over Ik. Thus D, - D, + , is a 
vector bundle over Ik, and qk*: A,(I,) + A,(D,- Dk+l) is a surjection. 
Therefore pi* = qzrz: A,(Y) + A,(l), - Dk+ ,) is surjective. Considering 
the exact sequence 
A,@,+,) jk+‘* >A*(Dk)‘A*(Dk-Dk+1)~0 
we see that dk can be written as dk = i, + ,.+ dk + 1 +pzy, for some dk + 1 in 
A,(D, + ,) and y, in A,(Y). This proves our claim. So we can write p*y = 
jl*pfy, + ... +jn*pzy, for some y,‘s in A,(Y). Next we want to show that 
jlr*ptyk = ck np*y,. Assume first hat y, = [Y]. Then jk*pzyk = [Ok]. Let 
E =p*E. The vector bundle E + A4 has n obvious sections, and D, is the 
locus where the first n - k + 1 of these sections become linearly dependent. 
It follows then from Porteous formula (see [F, 14.43) that [Dk] = c,(E) n 
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[M] = ck np* [ Y]. By restricting toa subvariety of Y we see that this for- 
mula holds in general. We conclude that p*y=p*(c, ny, + ... + c,ny,). 
Since p* is an isomorphism, y = xi ci n yi. 
Let us suppose now that G = SL(n), f: X+ Y is still a principal G-bun- 
dle. Let X’ = Xx, GL(n) be the principal GL(n)-bundle induced by the 
embedding G c GL(n), f’: A” -+ Y’ the projection, c~,..., c, the Chern classes 
of the associated vector bundle (of course, c, = 0). Let j: A’+ X’ be the 
embedding. We construct a retraction as follows. Take a nonsingular n x n 
matrix A = (a,,..., a,) (the als are the columns). Set r(A)= (ai/det(A), 
a*,..., a ) E SL(n). This operation commutes with multiplication the left 
by elements of X,(n), and so it defines a morphism r: X’ + X. Clearly r oj is 
the identity. The map r is flat, while j is a regular embedding. Let 
j*: A,(X) -A,(X) be the Gysin homomorphism. It follows from 
[F, Proposition 6.51, that j*r* = identity. Hence r* is injective. On the 
other hand f’* = r*f*, and, since f’* is surjective, r* is surjective too. It is 
therefore an isomorphism. 
Now, assume that f: X + Y is a (G/E)-bundle, where E is a finite sub- 
group of G, coming from a G-bundle f’: X’ + Y. Let p: A” -+X be an 
equivariant Y-map. Then f’* =p*f*:A,( Y) + A,(X) is surjective, and p* 
must be surjective too. On the other hand p is finite, ofdegree m = IEI, and 
p*p*: A,(X) -+ A,(X) is multiplication by m. The pullbackp* is therefore 
an isomorphism. Thus the same cI)s which work for f’ will work for f: 
It is important to note that the c;s do not depend upon x’, but are 
invariants of A’. To see this, assume that x” is another G-bundle mapping 
onto X. Set N= normalizer of E in G. Let { V,} be a finite covering of Y on 
which both X’ and x” become trivial, g : Vi n V, -+ N transition functions 
of x’, ho: V, n V, + N transition functions of x”, gii, E,: Yin V, + N/E 
their reductions modulo E. The cocycles {g,} and (5,) are cohomologous, 
so there are morphisms ri: Vi --* N/E such that gij = Jjfi,i,: ‘. Suppose first 
that the r;s can be lifted to ri: V, + N. Fix a pointy in ni Vi and an 
index s. Set t;=g,(y), ui= r,(y) h,(y) r,(y)-‘. Then bi= t,ui’ E E. Thus 
g,(y) = t,t,:’ = biuiu,~ib,:’ = b,r,(y) h,(y) r,(y)-’ b,:‘. If this holds at the 
pointy it must hold everywhere, because E is finite. Hence g,, =
(b,r,) h,(b,rj)- ‘, and {g,-} is cohomologous to (h,}. 
If the fi do not lift, by proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 9 we can find 
a Galois finite morphism q: Z -+ Y such that the rio q: qel( Vi) + N/E lift o 
N. Let E’, E” be the vector bundles associated with x’, x”. Then, by the 
argument above, q*E’ is isomorphic to q*E”, and therefore q*ci(E’) = 
q*ci(E”) in ,4*(Z). But, by Lemma 8, q*: A*(Y) +,4*(Z) is injective. Thus 
the cls are independent of x’. 
Now we prove the general case. Let f: X-+ Y be as in the statement of 
the theorem. Let f’: x’ + Y’ be as in Lemma 9. Let c;,..., CL be the Chern 
classes of a vector bundle associated with a G-bundle mapping onto X’, as 
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before. Since the cl’s are independent of the G-bundle, e*c: = c: for any e in 
F. We have an exact sequence 
6 A,+;(r)-)Ak(r)‘Ak+N(~)~o, 
i= 1 
where the first map is the sum of the cl’s. Then the restrictions of the cl’s to 
the groups of invariants give us classes ci E A’(Y), by Lemma 8. By taking 
invariants the sequence remains exact, and this gives us the result. The only 
thing we have left o prove is that c, ,..., c, do not depend upon X + Y’. If 
x” + Y” is another (G/E)-bundle like in Lemma 9, take a finite Galois 
extension K of k(Y) containing both k( Y’) and k( Y”). If Y is the nor- 
malization of Y in K, the pullbacks of K’ and x” to P agree. Now apply 
Lemma 8. 
NOTES 
(1) In the case of a principal GL(n) or SL(n)-bundle the theorem 
holds for the Chow group with integral coefficients without any restriction 
on the base held or on X. 
(2) The cis defined in the theorem are characteristic classes of X over 
Y, in the following sense. If Y’ is a normal variety, q: Y’ -+ Y a morphism, 
x’ the normalization of. Xx r Y’, and c;,..., cl, the classes of K’ + Y’, then 
q*(cj) = c: for all i= l,..., n. 
(3) Let X, G, Y be as in the statement of the theorem. Let us write 
the action of G on the right. Set E = Xx, A”, where G operates on the 
affine space A” in the obvious way. The c,)s hould be considered as the 
“Chern classes” of E, which is a sort of generalized vector bundle. They can 
be defined directly, even in case that Y is not normal, and over any base 
field. 
(4) In the case of a principal GL(n)-bundle the theorem can be 
proved using the technique of [SGA6, expose IX, Proposition 4.11. The 
idea is to pass to the associated flag bundle, whose Chow group, or 
K-group, can be calculated by standard techniques. The total space of the 
principal bundle is then a bundle over it, with fiber a Bore1 subgroup of 
GL(n). One must check what classes are killed by lifting them to the total 
space. The unipotent part has no effect on the Chow group, or the 
K-group, and the case of a torus bundle is easy to handle. 
Note added in proof 
(1) The estimates in the Note after Theorem 2 can be improved using the commutativity 
property of Chem classes ([F, Theorem 3.2(b)]). 
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(2) Theorems 1 and 2 hold over an arbitrary field, if we assume that the isotropy subgroups 
are finite and reduced. Also in Theorem 1 it is not necessary to suppose that G is reductive. 
These generalizations will be treated elsewhere. 
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